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X: Calabi-Yau 3-fold

Five-dimensional Chern-Simons
terms  and

Nekrasov's instanton counting Consider:

Correspondence:
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  A-model on X

X: Calabi-Yau 3-fold

IIA on X

Graviphoton-corrected
Prepotential

Free energy

F log Z=
[Bershadsky-Cecotti-Ooguri-Vafa]

hep-th/9309140
[Antoniadis-Gava-Narain-Taylor]

hep-th/9307158

Nekrasov's
Instanton Counting

Topological
Vertex

(as 4-dim N=2 SYM)

gsℏ
Graviphoton

Field Strength
String Coupling

Consider:

Correspondence:

Where

Exactly
calculable by
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     Instanton Counting

Lorentz-invariant Anti-Self-Dual Config.

4D formula

5D formula

Method: 4+1 dim'l SUSY field theory

0+1 SUSY QM on the Instanton Moduli
Hence:

= (generalized) Witten index 
of the Moduli !

e
F/!

2

Localizes onto

This theorem reduces the calculation of Z to the study of fixed points in the moduli space.

The fixed points are at the small instanton singularities in MN,k. Hence we need to use the

moduli of noncommutative instantons M̃N,k as the ultraviolet regularization. The result turns

out to be independent of the noncommutativity parameter. Fixed points in M̃N,k was studied by

Nekrasov [4] and Nakajima and Yoshioka[12]. They are labeled by N-tuples of Young tableaux

(Y1, . . . ,YN). We denote the number of boxes of the i-th row of the tableau Y by yi. The action of g
on the tangent space at the fixed points can be studied straightforwardly, and gives the celebrated

formula of Nekrasov

exp("−2Fgrav) =
∑

Y1,...,YN

(
q

4N

)∑ !Yi N∏
l,n=1

∞∏
i, j=1

sinh
β
2
(aln + "(yl, j − yn,i + j − i))

sinh
β
2
(aln + "(yl, j − yn,i))

(6)

where !Y is the number of boxes in Y , " is the magnitude of Ωµν, and ai j denotes ai − aj. Note
that the result is independent under the constant shift ai → ai + c.

To determine the g action on the tangent space, we need to use the Atiyah-Drinfeld-Hitchin-

Manin (ADHM) construction of instantons. Let X denote the vector space

X = (V∗ ⊗ V) ⊕ (V∗ ⊗ V) ⊕ (W∗ ⊗ V) ⊕ (V∗ ⊗W) (7)

where V = Ck and W = CN . Define a U(k) action on X by letting V and W transform in the

fundamental and trivial representations respectively. M̃N,k is the hyperkähler quotient of X by
the U(k) action. Hence, a fixed point p = gp in M̃N,k corresponds to an ADHM datum xp ∈ X
fixed up to the U(k) action:

gxp = φp(g)xp (8)

where g ∈ U(1)2+N and φp(g) ∈ U(k). An essential part of the calculation leading to the formula
(6) is the property that at the fixed point labeled by (Y1,Y2, . . . ,YN), φ(g) has k eigenvalues given
by

exp(−β(al + "(i − j))) for each box (i, j) ∈ Yl (9)

where l runs from 1, . . . ,N.

3 Triple intersection and the Chern-Simons terms

In this section we recapitulate how the 5D theories obtained by M-theory compactification on

Xm
N
differ from each other. Firstly let us recall the generic structure of 5D supersymmetric U(1)n

gauge theory with eight supercharges[13]. Classically, the theory is specified by the prepotential

F = ci jkaia jak + τi jaia j of degree up to three. It is because the third derivative of F gives the

coefficient of the Chern-Simons term ∫
ci jkAi ∧ F j ∧ Fk. (10)

This will not be gauge-invariant unless the third derivative is constant.

3

∑

Y1,...,YN

Λ
∑
!Yi

N∏

l,n=1

∞∏

i, j=1

aln + !(yl, j − yn,i + j − i)
aln + !( j − i)

They're labeled by
N-tuples of Young tableaux.

e
F/!

2

e
F/!

2

#boxes=#instantons

Reduction

=

=

For pure U(N)
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Topological Vertex 

A-Model Partition function  on

Several                  Sewn

vertex

sewing propagator

Feynman-like Diagrammatic Rule

Captures M-theory!

However...

C
3

C
3

For the local toric CY

X
0

N

ex.)  N=3

This theorem reduces the calculation of Z to the study of fixed points in the moduli space.

The fixed points are at the small instanton singularities in MN,k. Hence we need to use the

moduli of noncommutative instantons M̃N,k as the ultraviolet regularization. The result turns

out to be independent of the noncommutativity parameter. Fixed points in M̃N,k was studied by

Nekrasov [4] and Nakajima and Yoshioka[12]. They are labeled by N-tuples of Young tableaux

(Y1, . . . ,YN). We denote the number of boxes of the i-th row of the tableau Y by yi. The action of g
on the tangent space at the fixed points can be studied straightforwardly, and gives the celebrated

formula of Nekrasov

exp("−2Fgrav) =
∑

Y1,...,YN

(
q

4N

)∑ !Yi N∏
l,n=1

∞∏
i, j=1

sinh
β
2
(aln + "(yl, j − yn,i + j − i))

sinh
β
2
(aln + "(yl, j − yn,i))

(6)

where !Y is the number of boxes in Y , " is the magnitude of Ωµν, and ai j denotes ai − aj. Note
that the result is independent under the constant shift ai → ai + c.

To determine the g action on the tangent space, we need to use the Atiyah-Drinfeld-Hitchin-

Manin (ADHM) construction of instantons. Let X denote the vector space

X = (V∗ ⊗ V) ⊕ (V∗ ⊗ V) ⊕ (W∗ ⊗ V) ⊕ (V∗ ⊗W) (7)

where V = Ck and W = CN . Define a U(k) action on X by letting V and W transform in the

fundamental and trivial representations respectively. M̃N,k is the hyperkähler quotient of X by
the U(k) action. Hence, a fixed point p = gp in M̃N,k corresponds to an ADHM datum xp ∈ X
fixed up to the U(k) action:

gxp = φp(g)xp (8)

where g ∈ U(1)2+N and φp(g) ∈ U(k). An essential part of the calculation leading to the formula
(6) is the property that at the fixed point labeled by (Y1,Y2, . . . ,YN), φ(g) has k eigenvalues given
by

exp(−β(al + "(i − j))) for each box (i, j) ∈ Yl (9)

where l runs from 1, . . . ,N.

3 Triple intersection and the Chern-Simons terms

In this section we recapitulate how the 5D theories obtained by M-theory compactification on

Xm
N
differ from each other. Firstly let us recall the generic structure of 5D supersymmetric U(1)n

gauge theory with eight supercharges[13]. Classically, the theory is specified by the prepotential

F = ci jkaia jak + τi jaia j of degree up to three. It is because the third derivative of F gives the

coefficient of the Chern-Simons term ∫
ci jkAi ∧ F j ∧ Fk. (10)

This will not be gauge-invariant unless the third derivative is constant.

3

Exactly Matches and

:  Blown up C
2/ZN

S 2fibered over

Z=

local toric CY
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Many other local toric CY for pure U(N)

Distinct partition functions for each!

Clues:

"M-theoretic" IIA, A-model 

triple intersection of CY 

5-dim Chern-Simons term !

Five Dimensional

ex.) X
k
N=3

k = 0 1 2 3

 How can they match
with the Instanton Counting?
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Indeed, [Intriligator-Morrison-Seiberg]

M-theory on

gives tree level Lagrangian

How does this affect the Instanton Counting?

have shown X
k
N

∫
d5x

1

g2
FµνFµν + ik

∫
CS(A,F )

dCS(A,F ) = tr(F ∧ F ∧ F )

where
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Determined by
Geometry!



Dim'l reduction

4+1 SYM 0+1 SUSY QM

kinetic term kinetic term

non-Abelian
Chern-
Simons

U(1) external field

Determinant
 Line Bundle!

Follows from the Classic works of
Alvarez-Gaumé et al.

Needs NC to tame the small-instanton singularity

Needs NC versions of [Alvarez-Gaumé et al.]

Explicitly constructible using ADHM

on the Moduli

∑
Y1,...,YN

( q
4N

)∑
i !Yi

e−kβ
∑

(!Yi ai+!κYi )

×

N∏

l,n=1

∞∏

i, j=1

sinh β2 (aln + !(yl, j − yn,i + j − i))

sinh β2 (aln + !(yl, j − yn,i))

e
F/!

2

=
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However...

U(1) external field

Needs NC to tame the small-instanton singularity

Summary

Top. Vertex Inst. Counting

ok

?

?

BCOV

Inclusion of 5-dim non-Abelian Chern-Simons

Outlook

Proof of the equivalence of the both sides 
for general local toric compactification???

X
0

N

X
1

N

X
2

N

Solves the discrepancy!
Y.T.

[Iqbal,Kashani-Poor]

5 dim'l N=1 pure U(N) SYM
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